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Sand dunes are found in many places such as deserts, the sea bottom and the surface of Mars. They

are formed through interplay between sand and air flow or water flow. When a strong flow blows, sand

grains are dislodged from the sand surface. The entrained sand grains collide with the ground and

are sometimes deposited. This process takes place repeatedly, resulting in the formation of a dune.

The profile of the wind flow is modified by dune topography. Most fascinated dune is barchan, which

is crescent dune. These barchans often present a corridor-like structure. Thus we reproduced many

barchans in numerical simulations and investigate the dynamics.

The motion of sand grains is realized by two processes: saltation and avalanche. Saltation is the trans-

portation process of sand grains by flow. The saltation length and saltation mass are denoted L and q,

respectively. Saltation occurs only for cells on the upwind face of dunes. The saltation length L and the

amount of transported sand q are modeled by the following rules, L = a+bh(x,y,t)-ch2(x,y,t), where

a=1.0, b=1.0, and c=0.01 are phenomenological parameters. The last term is introduced for L not to

become too large. Note that L is used only in the range where L increases as a function of h(x,y,t). The

saltation mass is fixed at 0.1 for simplicity. In the avalanche process the sand grains slide down along

the locally steepest slope until the slope relaxes to be (or be lower than) the angle of repose which is

set to be 340.

We reproduced a few hundred of barchans in numerical field by above model. Barchan releases sand

from tips of two horns. The downwind barchan can capture the sand stream. Also, barchans some-

times collide each other. These direct and indirect interaction forms complex barchan fields. The size

distribution of a few thousand of barchans is fitted by lognormal distribution well. This indicated

that the small barchans exist around the large ones and the large barchans are around small barchans.

The average size of barchans increase as the amount of supplied sand do. Next, when two barchan

corridors collide, the size of barchan in the boundary between corridors has two type. Type (I) is

not decoupling distribution, which shows superposition of each distribution. Type (II) is a distribution

of uniform size. Through collision and inter-dune sand stream, the size of each barchan become uniform.
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